
NEW ADDRESS: ROUTE 7, FREDERICK, MD. 21701:::301/473-8188 

10/21/67 

Mr. Bon Welsh 
KABC Radio 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Dear 'Deb, 

Publicetion dete of my OSWALD IN NEW ORLEANS is 11/1. 1 have a 10/31 
NYC press conference, do a few things in the area, and 11/4 or 5 leave for New Orleans. 

before I return I'll have done quite:a number of radio and TV shows at least there 

and in Chicago, Dallas, San 4ranciaco and_ LA. 

I expect to get to LA sally 11/15 for a speech that night. If it hasn't 

been confirmed by tha time I leave, I'll spend that day in Frisco, where there is so 
much interest in this subject end so much demand it is doubtful if I can make use of 
all the eveilabilities. 1  leave LA early a.m. 11/2M. 

Friends are making the arrangements and I do not know what is vending in 

LA. I'm writing to let you know in the hope some of your people are interested. If 
Steve Allison still has his talk show, he knows me. I did several for him at WWDC. 
I heed a considerable amount of never-before-seen material ideally gaited for TV, 
includtng pictures, both back and white and color and so many FBI and Secret Service 
reports I do not take the time to vaunt them. 

If your people are interested, as I hope, the earlier 1  heer the better 
the chance I can reserve something exclusive. I prefer giving each station a fresh 
show, mat rial not mentioned anywhere else in tkatx its area. Usually I can do this if 
I can plan in advance anixiif the shoe sticks to what we discuss in advance. Of course, 
it makes little difference to me whet aspect I discuss, but gymetimes the moderator 
leads into unanticipated paths. Often this makes for a more exciting show, but some-
times it leads to duplication. 

This book is being published by the Canyon subsidiary of Parallax l'ub-
liahing Co., ex small outfit. I've asked them to send you a copy es soon as it is 
able. I'm also making a supply available to a men who has been a wonderful friend and 
who made most of the arrangements for me when last I was out there. He may be too 
busy this time. His name is Wm. R. O'Connell, 4175 Stansbury Ave., Sherman Oaks, Calif. 
Bill will also know what arrangements have been made this time if they are made from 
LA. Another fttend, Jonn Christian, Box 2850, Frisco, SU1-0869, is also making contacts. 
I'll ask both to make copies available to you if none hes reached you by 11/6. 

Hope your station is interested and that me can get together for a few 
minutes while I'm there. 

Best wishes, 

Harold Weisberg 


